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HYDRANT DESIGNATION

	 This designation belongs to the fire designations group. It is put upon�
the hydrant door.�

	 It is a frequent occurrence that hydrants in newer built buildings are�
situated under the wood paneling, or behind the mirrors, or are built into�
the walls and covered by the wallpaper.�

	 In all these cases an adequate designation of quality, which would�
meet the law provisions is unavoidable, and at the same time it does no�
#endanger# the surrounding interieur. Considering that the color and the�
symbol and even the size are determined by the law - giver, we did our best�
to reach this effect.

�
dimension> Standard dimension is 150 x 140 mm.

color> The background is red with the white symbol.�
�
material> The material the pictograms are made of is GRAVOPLY material�
of the thickness of 0.8 mm, the product of the American producer NEW�
HERMES.�

production technique> By engraving by the programmed CNC machine the�
upper layer of the two - layer GRAVOPLY material is removed, and under it�
there emerges the lower layer of different color. By the same machine the�
shape of the given radius is cut through.�
    
installation> The pictogram is attached by double self - sticking tape 3M 468MP�
which provides a solid connection to the background.�
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